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Abstract: This paper is aimed to present a structured-literature-review (SLR) of the 
articles related to various forecasting methods and their applications. Articles published 
in recent years which incorporates four subjects i.e. intermittent demand, lumpy demand, 
continuous demand, and seasonal demand along with operations management are 
selected for review. The findings of this paper show that the organizations need to 
select an appropriate forecasting model and this selection depends upon the demand 
pattern, type of product, data availability and framework of forecasting. An integrated 
demand forecasting approach accompanied by the quality in decision-making improves 
the competence of businesses. In conclusion, the approaches discussed in this paper 
can assist the managers and business leaders to achieve a higher level of business 
competitiveness and sustainability through maintaining the better order fill rate, good 
inventory control and coordination and information system.
Keywords: Forecasting; Structural-literature-review (SLR); Intermittent demand; 
Continuous demand; Lumpy demand; Seasonal demand.

1 INTRODUCTION

Forecasting is the practice of approximating a future 
event by casting forward the past data, present 
data and by analyzing the trends. Forecasting may 
be used for long-term scheduling, intermediate-
range planning, and instant control. Application 
of forecasting methods in operations management 
has revealed the effects of sharing facts throughout 
the supply chain. Further, its application is can 
be seen in marketing, consumer relationship 
management through data mining and computer-
intensive approaches. Operation research can 
help in forecasting through developing models [1-

3]. Different forecasting methods are discussed as 
follows.

1.1 Forecasting Methods

1.1.1 Qualitative Methods
The qualitative forecasting methods depend upon 
verdicts, perception, emotions, etc. These do not 
depend on rigorous scientific computations [4, 5]. 
Qualitative method permit inclusion of human 
factor, personal experience in the forecasting 
process. This method is mainly used for forecasting 
of the new product were past data is not available. 
They are generally used for long or intermediate 
range decision.

i. Grass Root: This type of forecasting builds the 
forecast by adding continually from the bottom, and 
summed and given to the next higher level. This 
practice repeats till it turns out to be an input at the 
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top level. The hypothesis here is that the individual 
neighboring to the consumer or end user is well 
aware of its upcoming prerequisite. However, this 
is not at all times true.

ii. Market Research: This includes surveying the 
customer for their future purchasing plans and 
observing their response to various new features 
in products. This assists in designing new products 
and initial demand forecast. It also is helpful for 
planning a marketing campaign.

iii. Historical Analogy: This method is employed 
where no past demand data exists. This may 

particularly be valid in case of new product. 
Marketing employees use the historical correlation 
among the products and develop the demand for the 
newly developed product in this case.

iv. Delphi Method: In this technique, one has to 
select the experts having a variety of knowledge 
to contribute. A questionnaire is designed by 
moderator and responses are collected, summed 
and given back to the entire group in conjunction 
with a new set of questions. Recapitulate again, 
refining estimates and a new set of questions is 
developed. The managers finally appraise this input 
from a group of professionals to offer the forecast. 

Fig. 1: Different Forecasting Methods
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Different forecasting methods are shown in Fig. 1.

1.1.2 Quantitative Methods
This method uses past data to forecast future data 
by using some statistical tool, and are generally 
applied to short or intermediate range decisions..

(1). Time-Series Methods

The past data accessible in various forecasting 
methods may describe the past periodic demand 
of products, demand engaged on various facilities. 
Under this category, a large number of methods, 
called time series methods, which perform a 
statistical investigation of past data to propose 
forecast. Types of time series methods are [1, 4]:

i. Native Method: This is a very simple method of 
forecasting. The modest of native procedures uses 
the most recent perceived value in time-series as a 
forecast for next phase. Effectively, this implies that 
all prior observations are not considered.

ii. Average Method: This forecasting method uses a 
mean of all past data as a forecast. This method is 
simple and generally used were variation in demand 
is less or for stable demand.

iii. Moving Average: Instead of using very old 
figures, this technique averages the data for last 
‘n’ intervals as a forecast for next phase. To define 
suitable phases of this approach, it is valuable to 
carry out forecast by employing different average 
periods and then calculate the errors of each 
estimate. But one of the limitations of moving 
average that all the recent data getting the same 
weight.

iv. Weighted Moving Average: Weighted average 
method is associated with moving average approach 
excepting that it permits additional weight to the 
latest figures in a time series. The benefit of this 
method is that the weighted average is highly 
insightful of the previous occurrences. Though, the 
choice of weights is a bit subjective and comprises 
of the usage of trial & error to get a proper weighting 
system.

v. Exponential Smoothing: This is a refined 
weighted averaging method where every new 
prediction on the basis of preceding forecast plus 
a % age of the variance concerning that forecast 
and real value. Here, only three types of data are 
required i.e. the most recent forecast, the tangible 
demand of forecast period and a smoothing constant 
alpha (α). Smoothing constant expresses the level 

of smoothing and the speed of answer to variances 
of predictions and actual incidents.

vi. Holt Method (Linear Exponential Smoothing): If 
single exponential smoothing process is employed 
with data series and consistent trend, then  forecast 
will break the trend, and the Holt’s approach is 
used.

vii. Holt and Winter Method (Linear and Seasonal 
Exponential Smoothing): Winter’s exponential 
smoothing includes three factors. Moreover, the 
factors for smoothing the series and trend factor 
revealed in it. Another factor is seasonality index.

(2). Casual Methods

There exist a fundamental association between 
the variable to forecast and another variable or a 
sequence of variables.

2 METHODOLOGY

A literature review is an organized way of 
summarizing many words of text into a smaller 
set of contents [6, 7]. Structured-literature-review 
(SLR) addresses the subjects through identifying, 
evaluating and integrating the outcome of different 
research questions. SLR address the following [8, 9]:

• Construct to what amount the dominant 
research has been advanced.

• Discover the associations and research 
gaps in literature [10].

• Explain the future research guidelines, and 
outspread or improve a new concept.

SLR creates a list of structured questions and 
executes a detailed search of literature and it is 
a technique to review the academic literature to 
cultivate intuitions Massaro et al. [11]; 

The papers were explored on many scientific 
databanks like Google Scholar, Open access 
Journal, Web of Science, Scopus etc. by using 
the title, abstract field and keyword and were 
further condensed through limiting principles, for 
example, year of publication, research area, type 
of journal and document etc. [4, 12-14]. A sample 
size of about seventy articles published in recent 
years concerning the operations management and 
forecasting methods is considered. The designated 
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studies relates with four main research subjects’ i.e. 
intermittent demand, lumpy demand, continuous 
demand and seasonal demand in the context of 
business operations. The articles were categorized 
by year of publication and demand pattern.

2.1 Validity and Reliability

Validity relates with the extent to which a measuring 
procedure indicate the quality of findings leading to 
as faithful. External validity is depicted to whether 
the model approves to the population or not. In this 
paper, all the researches are related to forecasting 
methods and therefore, the external validity is 
certain. Consequently, face validity is established 
that if the developed tool measures exactly what it is 
projected to or not and also agree on the outcomes, 
if rational [6, 15]. In this paper, %age agreement 
practice is used to assess the reliability by simply 
adding up the nominated cases by three experts and 
dividing it by the total value [1, 3, 7, 12, 13]. The paper 
gained 67% reliability.

3 ANALYSIS

Mishra et al. observed that the expected demand 
increases with sales forecasting and also affects 
the production [16]. Li aimed to calculate the future 
handling of upper Yangtze River port capacity 
based on the regression study [17]. Sugiarto et al. 
found that the sales and distribution elements 
help in managing the sale and on-time delivery of 
goods to consumers [18]. Tratar et al. believed that 
if an error happens because of the production, it 
will affect the sale of goods [19]. Harsoor and Patil 
elaborated the retail store business’s driving issues 
by investigating the sale of Walmart store and found 
that retail networks are covered by sales forecasting 
[20]. Hassan et al. proposed a technique for sales 
forecasting of newly developed product based on 
the complaint, assessment, and choice of subjective 
forecasts offered by executives and salespeople 
for such new products having no historical data 
[21]. Mor et al. addressed a review of the agri-food 
supply chain practices with a view to developing 
methods for sustaining in the global market [12]. 
Authors concluded that sustainable agri-food supply 
chain is the result of technological innovation, 
collaboration, eradication of uncertainties into 
green and lean initiatives.

Zhou et al. found that an accurate inventory 
estimation reduces overstock and maintenance 
cost [22]. Inventory data is a kind of time series 

data which has its own characteristics of large 
volume, long time span, wide covering range and 
poor regularity. García et al. considered that a 
more importance should be given to the strategic 
connotations for packaging design in supply chain 
[23]. Patushi et al. proposed the cluster development 
for improved business effectiveness and effective 
operation of resources [24]. Veiga et al. compared 
the ARIMA and HW models and found HW model 
better in performance metrics [25]. Weber et al. 
worked on the communications of prices in German 
dairy division [26]. Spicka offered an in-depth view 
of the competitive atmosphere of the Czech dairy 
industry through Porter five forces analysis. Authors 
determined that the vertical business interactions 
as a weakness [27]. Taylor stressed on efficient 
SCM through precise demand forecasting. Authors 
called this technique as ‘total and split’ exponential 
smoothing, and outcomes illustrated this method as 
outperforming [28]. Mor et al. listed the poor logistics 
and transportation as a critical factor for in order to 
evaluate the overall organizational performance [4, 

14]. Sternad et al. stated that an enterprise can attain 
its key objectives in business with the effective 
sale, but it must also be able to dispense goods to 
consumers quickly and efficiently [29].

Mandal employed the ARIMA theory for estimating 
the sugarcane production in India by employing 
the annual data [30]. Vaida Pilinkiene studied the 
method selection criteria for market demand and 
their application in practice [31]. Authors studied 
the market demand prediction process selection 
criteria to apply in the development of forecast 
for Lithuanian furniture. Liu et al. analyzed the 
periodicity and suggested a model for consumer 
behavior in online search interest [32]. Hemeimat 
et al. studied the lumpy and intermittent demand 
leading to various forecasting methods like MA, 
ES, TSB, SBA, and CR [33]. Sugiarto et al. argued 
that enterprise resource planning (ERP) helps to 
manage all of the resources in an organization, 
business events and information etc [18]. Tratar 
et al. argued that demand forecasting can be 
employed for avoiding excess or shortage of goods 
supply and could act as forward planning for the 
purchased material [19]. Vasumathi et al. showed 
that the standard way to estimate intermittent 
demand is Croston’s and compared Croston’s and 
Bisection of Croston’s technique for spare parts 
[34]. Ibrahim and Ghani introduced a simple, quick, 
and consistent procedure for conducting non-linear 
regression analysis in food science area [35]. Fig. 2 
show the classification of articles based on year of 
publication.
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Zhou et al. found that an accurate and reliable 
inventory prediction circumvent product overstock 
and maintenance cost [22]. Hassan et al. suggested 
procedures to forecast the new product sales based 
on the claim, assessment, and choice of subjective 
forecasts which don’t have any past data [21]. 
Harsoor and Patil explored the driving factors of 
retail store business by considering the sales data 
and found that sales forecasting supports the retail 
[20]. Gupta conversed that demand forecasting is 
the best way as it supports all departments like 
finance, human resources, marketing, supply chain 
etc. [36]. Amin et al. found ARIMA (1, 2, 2) as the 
best model for the wheat production of Pakistan 
[37]. Veiga et al. argued that for short-life-cycle and 
perishable operations, the accuracy of the forecast 
is must owing to the volatile demand pattern and 
dynamic response [25]. Petropoulos et al. discussed 
that intermittent demand as irregular and it’s as a 
rather difficult task [38]. Xu et al. showed that precise 
demand estimation is significant for the inventory 
management of spare parts, while its intermittent 
nature makes the predictions difficult [39]. Caniato 
et al. studied the assimilation of quantitative 
and critical forecasting methods focusing on its 
application and impact on the organization [40]. 
Livera et al. introduced an innovation state space 
modeling framework for predicting the complex 
periodic time-series [41]. Rahman et al. studied the 
demand-forecasting problem of apparel merchants 
and concluded that demand is highly unstable 
during the peak sale period [42]. Wong et al. 
observed the performance of vector error-correction 
econometric modeling technique in manpower 
planning [43]. Taylor evaluated a proposed seasonal 
exponential smoothing method for forecasting daily 
supermarket sales [28]. 

Hatchett et al. addressed a question that ‘which 
length of historical moving average offers the 
best estimate of future’, and illuminated that the 
differences in perceived prediction accuracy among 

different moving averages are not statistically 
significant [44]. Bala developed a model though 
purchase-based data of customers [45]. Teunter et al. 
compared the forecasting of intermittent demand 
through large dataset from Air Force [46]. Industries 
need development in competitiveness status of their 
export market to compete globally [47]. Pedregal 
and Young developed a short-term forecasting 
system for hourly electricity load demand [48]. 
Amin and Bahman showed that accurate demand 
prediction is the most vital issue in spare part 
inventory management in the context of the process 
industry [37]. Hua et al. believed that precise demand 
calculating is important in inventory management 
of spare parts industry [49]. Taylor and McSharry 
used the electricity demand data of ten European 
countries for forecasting up to a day-ahead and 
principal component analysis of daily demand 
profiles [50]. Lawrence et al. surveyed many 
concerns involved in integrating the forecasting 
decisions effectively in an organization [51]. Syntetos 
et al. extended Eaves organization by cataloguing 
demand based on the degree of intermittence [52]. 
Syntetos and Boylan compared the SMA, SES, 
Croston’s method, and Croston’s approach with 
respect to their forecasting accuracy [53]. Hyndman 
and Koehler proposed that scaled errors turn out to 
be the standard measure of forecast precision where 
the error is scaled by the sample mean absolute 
error gained using the naıve forecasting technique 
[54]. Eaves and Kingsman presented that the finest 
estimating technique for spare parts inventory is 
believed to be the approximation which permits the 
lowest stock-holdings across all demand patterns 
[55]. Taylor considered univariate online electricity 
demand estimation for lead times [56]. Robb and 
Silver suggested combining the moving averages 
as a simple and applied means to improve sales 
forecasting, and offered grouping of all likely 
moving averages [57]. Eaves suggested amendments 
to William’s framework as it does not effectively 
define the demand configuration [58]. Syntetos and 

Fig. 2: Articles Published Per Year
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Boylan presented that Croston’s technique is robust 
and offers more modest aids in forecasting accuracy 
than expected [59]. Fig. 3 show the classification of 
articles based on demand pattern.

Mara conducted a research study in the corporate 
real estate portfolio alliance [60]. Loomis and 
Cox said that an economic estimation can be an 
imperative part of the economics curriculum and 
it will re-enforce the economic notions well [61]. 
Syntetos and Boylan found certain limitations in the 
Croston’s approach and presented a correction in 
the anticipated estimation of demand per unit time 
period [62]. Fildes et al. described short-term demand 
estimation for the utilities where demand has 
important values for productive capacity control [63]. 
Sani and Kingsman show that low and intermittent 
demand practitioners can now confidently use any 
of the three sophisticated (s, S) rules, Naddor’s 
heuristic, the Power and Normal Approximations, 
without any feeling that one of them is very much 
better than the others at all times [64]. Johnston and 
Boylan hypothesized the ‘intermittence’ using the 
mean inter-demand breaks for which Croston’s 
technique overtook the SES approach [65]. Willemain 
et al. showed that as intermittent demand performs 
at random with many time phases with no demand 
and concluded that Croston’s technique is better 
than exponential smoothing and provides tangible 
benefits in case of intermittent demand [66].

4 DISCUSSION

This paper offers a summary of the researches 
related to demand forecasting for effective business 
operations. The studied researches offers a sound 
hypothesis base for four subjects of demand 

forecasting i.e. intermittent demand, lumpy 
demand, continuous demand and seasonal demand. 
The articles discuss different forecasting methods 
for eradicating the uncertainties in business 
operations. The framework show that about 
30% articles discuss intermittent demand, 28% 
articles discuss seasonal demand, and 20% articles 
discuss continuous demand pattern. Further, the 
researchers like Syntetos et al. [53, 59, 62], Taylor et al. 

[28, 50, 56], Sharma et al. [67], Sugiarto [18], etc. worked 
on explanations to the key forecasting issues in 
business. The research enquiries also recommend a 
vital role of demand forecasting in eradicating the 
uncertainties in business operations.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper reviews the different methods of demand 
forecasting methods discussed in the literature. The 
articles concerning four subjects, i.e. intermittent 
demand, lumpy demand, continuous demand and 
seasonal demand were selected and compared on 
various basis. The comprehensive literature review 
suggests that the forecasting as a characteristic 
expansion of the demand estimation and it is 
genuinely an interdisciplinary field. This exhibits a 
test for business analysts in staying up to date with 
and drawing upon look into from numerous fields. 
In above context, the professionals in business 
operations need awareness in forecasting by 
coordination and information system. In conclusion, 
the approaches discussed in this paper will assist to 
achieve a higher level of business competitiveness 
and sustainability through maintaining the 
better order fill rate, good inventory control and 
coordination and information system.

Fig. 3: Articles Based on Demand Pattern
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5.1 Limitations and Future Scope

Authors diagnosed that there can be many different 
ways to sort and analyze the studies. Future 
research work can be directed by considering 
other issues of forecasting to benchmark the best 
practices. The review methodology discussed in 
this paper can also be applied to other research 
areas in order to generalize its application.
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